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Abstract
Implementation of approximate solution methods for the computation of transport
properties in Gas Giant compositions was performed for the Eilmer methods library.
Yos-Gupta binary mixing rules for viscosity and thermal conductivity as well as modified-
Eucken frozen mixture thermal conductivity were validated against multi-component
transport solutions from literature. Further, the models were applied to moderately
and heavily ionised Saturn entry states.
Yos-Gupta provided satisfactory predictions of mixture viscosity up to 10,000K at 1
atm pressure. Modified Eucken showed agreement within 5% up to 10,000K and within
12% up to 15,000K, this outperformed the Yos-Gupta approximation for the same gas
state. When applied to Saturn entry conditions it was concluded that the models
were able to evaluate effects associated with reaction of gases in the stagnation region
and gave sufficient approximation of the moderately ionised entry state. The methods
tested could not be recommended for highly ionised gas states as solutions were found
to diverge. Lastly, a correction factor of pi/10 was determined for implementation of
DPLR collision integral fitting equations, and was validated against another collision
integral library.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Objectives
The purpose of this study was to develop a transport property computation module
for Gas Giant compositions of a hydrogen-helium gas mixture in the Eilmer methods
library. Specifically the models chosen will be applied to an atmospheric probe entry
with the motivation of improving aeroheating calculations in the shock layer region. To
dynamically compute transport properties a collection of methods will be implemented
to reproduce collision integrals for the binary interaction of hydrogen-helium gas species.
Collision integrals express the velocity average microscopic interaction of particles in
a gas mixture and are of primary importance in the description of transport phenomena.
It will be an aim of this study to investigate the contribution to accuracy collision
integral’s have to higher order flow simulation. Finally, application of the methods to
a Saturn entry post shock gas mixture will determine if the chosen models are valid for
a typical simulation scenario.
1.2 Background
When preforming a planetary entry at high speeds aircraft encounter immense thermal
stresses resulting from interaction with the atmosphere. This phenomena is the result of
viscous interactions of the gas and is referred to as aero-heating [1]. Prediction of these
effects present a major challenge in engineering of atmospheric entry vehicles. The nose
tip of the vehicle will encounter the largest heating effects [1] due to gas stagnation
at the point where forces between the gas and vehicle equilibrate. Engineers design
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the vehicles shape [2], materials [3] and passive cooling techniques [4] to protect the
payload from these thermal stresses and to achieve an optimal design that maximises
the payload fraction of the vehicle.
Analysis of the unmanned ’Galileo’ Jupiter probe showed that predictive models
failed to match real Thermal Protection System -TPS degeneration data gathered by
the probe on its decent to Jupiter [5, 6]. Upon publication these results determined
a need for better predictive capability in gas models for Jovian planet atmospheres,
consisting of hydrogen and helium. Planets in our solar system of this class are Jupiter,
Saturn, Neptune and Uranus.
A National Research Council survey of prospective missions conducted for the
decade of 2013-2022 proposed candidates on the basis of priority to the current goals
in science [7]. This NASA initiated inquiry identified 15 missions in total, of which
a Saturn Probe was recommended for one of seven Medium-Class ”New Frontiers 5”
Missions, and an Uranus orbiter and probe was recommended for one of the three Large
Class Missions [7]. As such investigation into the Jovian aero-heating challenge is more
pertinent now than ever before.
At hypersonic speeds an atmospheric entry probe will produce a detached shock wave
at its bow. The region following is refereed to as the shock layer where high temperatures
will begin to dissociate particles. Heat is transferred through the density gradients
resulting from these dissociation and ionisation reactions further increasing heat flux
[8]. The shock layer is a highly non-uniform, viscous, high temperature gas region [2].
These condition exceed those commonly considered in thermodynamic libraries, as such
routines are sought to be employed in CFD applications that can locally compute these
non-equilibrium high temperature thermodynamic properties.
When modelling flow fields with non-uniform properties, particles that travel from
one macroscopic condition to the next will carry with them information of the state
they left behind. Non-uniform flow-velocity, temperature and composition is associated
with macroscopic flux of momentum, energy and mass. These are described transport
properties of viscosity, heat conduction and diffusion. Accurate models of these proper-
ties are indisputably vital to the modelling of hypersonic aero-heating effects [3, 4]. To
compute transport properties one would need to describe the microscopic interactions
of particles at the macroscopic non-equilibrium boundaries.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of blunt body shock
layer.(Reproduced from Esch [9, Fig. 1.2])
Due to the colossal number of individ-
ual interactions transport processes are
described in terms velocity dependent dis-
tribution function. Its time evolution
is described by the Boltzmann equation,
and is to kinetic theory what Navier-
Stokes relations are to fluid dynamics. As
the distribution function of a gas is rarely
well defined, a sum of mathematical mo-
ments of the Boltzmann integral are used
as an approximation [10]. The first few
moments will give an averaged spatial and
thermal probability distribution of a two
particle collision [11]. To solve this nu-
merically the Chapman-Enskog solution
uses a Sonine polynomial expansion [12].
This results set of bracket integrals and
remains difficult to solve numerically. The reformulation of these integrals in terms of
a linear combination of collision integrals provides the currently most utilised solution
to the Boltzmann equation, commonly refereed to as the multi-component equations.
There exist methods to approximately solve the multi-component equations and these
are separated into two classes. The first is of single specie mixing rules which compute
pure gas properties then applying a weighted averaging scheme to mimic the binary
interaction effects. The second class of solvers reduces the complete multi-component
equations by approximating the off diagonal terms. This preservers the binary interac-
tion behaviour to a higher degree but requires a more comprehensive library of collision
integrals.
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1.3 Scope of Study
Literature was assessed to determine how the evaluation of aeroheating for a Gas Giant
entry scenario is affected by choice of equilibrium, frozen and non-equilibrium assump-
tions. As well as choice of potential functions and fitting methods used in determi-
nation collision integrals. Investigation was independently conducted on the effect of
collision integrals on computation of transport properties and comparison of binary
interaction mixing models for viscosity and thermal conductivity in high temperature
non-equilibrium flows.
Collision integral databases
This portion of the study evaluated collision integral database agreement, through
comparison of absolute difference. Further, ionic interaction schemes were validated
against literature. Lastly, collision integral parametrisations were verified using pure
gas species self viscosity, and later equilibrium gas mixtures.
Validation of methods employed by database sources was considered out of scope
for this research. By extension numeric evaluations of collision integrals were not per-
formed, the work was therefore limited to employing approximate and curve fit equa-
tions for the reproduction of collision integrals.
Viscosity
Comparison of the Yos-Gupta mixing rule against multi-component viscosity and NASA
Lewis Centre program CEA - Chemical Equilibrium with Applications was conducted
for equilibrium gas at 1 atm and for several Saturn entry states. Other models were
not considered for implementation.
Thermal Conductivity
Validation of binary mixing schemes was conducted for a frozen equilibrium assumption
as it most closely pertained to the flow region being investigated. Comparative assess-
ment was preformed for two Saturn entry states. Non-equilibrium and Equilibrium gas
assumptions were considered out of scope although discussion of the equilibrium models
is presented.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
Chapter (2) provides a review of relevant literature and theory pertaining to this work.
The Saturn entry used as a motivating example is discussed in the Statement of the
General Problem. First principle expressions for viscosity, thermal conductivity, dif-
fusion as well as expressions for collision integrals are presented. Finally a review of
collision integral interaction potentials is conducted for the databases of interest.
Chapter (3) outlines the implementation of two collision cross section libraries. Com-
parative analysis is conducted and hypothesise made on the likely contribution of in-
consistent collision cross sections. Approximate models of Spitzer and of Stallcop are
compared for the computation of ion-ion interaction collision cross sections and their
bounds of applicability are tested for a range of electron densities and temperatures.
Chapter (4) discusses implementation of the Yos-Gupta viscosity mixing relation and
provides assessment of prior art for alternative mixing models. The implementation is
validated for an equilibrium Gas Giant composition at 1 atm pressure and compared
against a multi-component solution as well as curve-fit results from CEA. The valid gas
regime for the applied model will be determined based on this analysis.
Chapter (5) presents two mixing relations for the computation of thermal conductiv-
ity. The modified Eucken-Hirschfelder and Yos-Gupta mixing rules are comparatively
assessed and validated against multi-component solutions for a chemically frozen gas.
The relative merits of each model are presented and valid gas regimes determined.
Conclusions are drawn on the effect of collision cross sections on the computation of
transport properties and the key species interactions are discussed.
Chapter (6) applies the aforementioned mixing relations to two Saturn entry sce-
narios. The sections performs a comparative analysis on the models in the shock layer
of the peak aeroheating trajectory point determined by Ref. [13]. Further, conclu-
sions are drawn on the CEA computation scheme used to benchmark these results and
recommendations made for future development of transport routines.
Chapter (7) consolidates previous chapter summaries for convenient accessibility of
key information.
Chapter (8) draws conclusions and restates key findings. Discussion of collision
cross sections, validity of mixing relations and recommendations for future work are
presented here.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Statement of the General Problem
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Figure 2.1: Saturn entry stagnation temperature profile for Tv206 conservative entry
condition 216kg probe & Tv91.5 extreme entry condition 250kg probe.
(Reproduced from Palmer, Prabhu & Cruden [13, Fig. 9a].)
Jupiter entry probe Galileo measured ablative patterns that did not match prior
predictions developed with legacy CFD and analytical methods [3, 6], see Figure (2.2).
Models were sufficiently inaccurate that both the magnitude a qualitative trend of
ablation was incorrectly established. This motivated the need to update gas mod-
elling practices for Gas Giant compositions. Recently measured ablation was recreated
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through better modelling of ablative species, radiation and turbulence effects in the
flow [6]. This suggests that these phenomena contribute significantly to aeroheating
effects on Gas Giant entry vehicles.
Figure 2.2: Galileo ablation predictions
compared to measured data, points Ai
represent location progressing from the
stag-line to rear of probe. (Adapted from
Reynier [3, Fig. 3])
Research in this area is as pertinent
now as it was in the wake of the Galileo
mission, as NASA’s future mission board
identified Saturn as a candidate for outer
planetary studies in the current decade
[7]. Routines and methods developed for
the analysis of the Galileo mission are
highly transferable as the Jovian or Gas
Giant composition is characterised by a
H2-0.89, He-0.11 by mole fraction and is
shared by Jupiter [14, 15] and Saturn alike
[13, 16, 17].
It was found during investigation of
prior art that large number of research
into higher order flow phenomena, Refs.
[3, 6, 17] continue to use rudimentary and
inaccurate solvers of transport properties. Ref. [3] reviewed fifteen Gas Giant entry
studies of which nine employed the Wilke scheme which under predicts viscosity for
typical entry-capsule post shock temperatures. This creates a strong case for investi-
gation of transport routines which underpin the fidelity of studies into complex flow
phenomena needed to predict ablation and aeroheating effects. Research into aeroheat-
ing uncertainties for Saturn and Uranus entries identified that transport properties have
large effects on prediction of convective heating rates [13].
This projects supervisor Dr. R Gollan raised concerns that Eilmers treatment of Gas
Giant composition collision integrals was not validated and performance of transport
schemes untested. It is the motivation of this work to develop a framework for further
research in this area by implementing transport property routines into the Eilmer CFD
methods library, validated for entry conditions found in the post shock boundary layer of
an Gas Giant entry craft. It is intended that these methods and their characterisations
will be of benefit to future works conducted on Gas Giant aeroheating in the Eilmer
library.
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2.2 Chemical Kinetics
A brief introduction to the treatment of chemical reactions in gas modelling will be
presented to provide context for the discussion of thermal conductivity later in this
chapter. The evolution rate of the macroscopic properties affects the conservation
of thermochemical equilibrium of the gas. In local regions such as the shock layer
thermochemical equilibrium can be treated differently depending on the characteristics
of the flow. Determination of the appropriate equilibrium assumption is important as it
affects computed transport coefficients through change to the species composition [14].
Frozen non-equilibrium assumes particles travel from the flow region faster than the
time it takes for energy to be transferred between internal modes allowing for reactions
to occur. A reduction in computation cost occurs from freezing internal modes in a non-
equilibrium state. In the stagnation region this is approximately valid, however in other
regions of the shock layer species may dissociate or ionise [18]. Internal energy modes
of the species remain in equilibrium with the molecule through out the computational
region under an equilibrium assumption[19]. This contributes a reactive component to
the total thermal conductivity, however also allows for the implementation of existing
routines such as the robust CEA- Chemical Equilibrium with Application.
A complete non-equilibrium assumption would model the ongoing reaction of the
gas species inside the flow, which complicates calculation as number of species is no
longer conservative [2]. Flow field temperature, radiation signatures and aerodynamic
heating are also affected if expression of the non-equilibria effects is significant [20].
For the typically 20mm boundary layer for a 26-29km/s entry velocity, the radiation
region produced from consideration of non-equilibrium relaxation phenomenon is in the
order of 1mm [5]. Studies examining the Galileo entry found this to contribute a small
amount the encountered heating effects.
Frozen flow assumption is valid in the stagnation region for Jovian compositions
[21], as reactions dominantly occur in the trailing region of the shock [6]. Here internal
equilibrium is achieved through the relaxation effect [22]. For the purposes of this
work the validation will be performed against the stagnation temperature profile of two
Saturn entry trajectories, as such a frozen flow thermal conductivity is sufficient for the
validation of this works transport schemes.
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2.3 Transport Properties
Uncoupled class of solvers compute transport and kinetic phenomena separately. Such
methods are used in Eilmer CFD project and NASA based DPLR library. A subclass
of solvers aim to solve the multi-component equations describing the Chapman-Enskog
solution to calculate the coefficients of non-equilibrium transfer.
Sonine polynomial expansion expresses the Chapman-Enskog solution to the Boltz-
mann equation. The order of expansion increases the number of terms in the system of
equations. Solutions quickly converge such that commonly only low order expansions
are employed. As will be discussed later this remains computationally taxing for CFD
applications and as such mixing rules that approximate mixed gas interactions are used.
Aeroheating prediction accuracy depends most on the choice of transport model
and its collision integrals in the low temperature weakly ionised region < 10, 000K
[13]. This matches the shock layer temperature profile for the Saturn entry trajectory
examined, motivating the use of computationally efficient and accurate approximate
transport property solvers. One such solver is the Yos-Gupta mixing rule for viscosity,
which when compared to Wilke and Armaly-Sutton mixing rules was found to have fast
computation times and good reproduction of the multi-component viscosity for weakly
ionised flows [23].
2.3.1 Viscosity
Viscosity of a pure gas is given by Equation (2.1), [24]. This relationship can be
recovered from the multi-component expression of viscosity, Equation (2.2) such as the
gas consists of only one species. Equation (2.1) will produce a viscosity in metric units
of kg/m− sec for SI Boltzmann constant kB and particle mass mi. The factor of 10−20
converts the rigid sphere diameter σ2 from units of square Angstroms to square meter.
Implementation of the self viscosity routine allowed for the verification of collision cross
section functions and led to the identification of the pi/10 correction factor in the Gupta
fitting function, shown Equation (3.7). As Wilke mixing rules show poor agreement
past temperatures of 7,000K it was not seen necessary to incorporate the single species
viscosities found here into a mixing model, as results in literature are well established.
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ηi =
5
8
kbT
√
mi
10−202σ2Ω(2,2)∗i,i
√
pikBT
= (2.669e− 6)
√
MiT
σ2Ω
(2,2)∗
i,i
kg m−1sec−1
(2.1)
Viscosity is solved using a first order sonine polynomial expansion of the Boltzmann
equation, where bj0(1) are the first order expansion coefficients and n is the number
density. In its exact form bj0(1) is a combination of bracket integrals as defined in Ref.
[11], and are commonly simplified to a linear combination of terms involving order (1,1)
and (2,2) collision integrals. This formulation can be found in Ref. [23].
ηmix =
1
2
kBT
NS∑
j=1
njbj0(1) kg m
−1sec−1 (2.2)
The multi-component viscosity requires the solution of a system of equations num-
bering the gas species in the mixture NS. These may be recast to an equation matrix H
and solved using a Gaussian reduction scheme [23]. The computation cost is expected
to grow rapidly with an increase in species number [23]. For the purposes of this report
the multi-component formulations are not worth repeating, the reader is directed to
Ref. [23] for an introductory overview with applications and to Ref. [11] for ab initio
derivations.
It is of interest in CFD applications to simplify this computation using approximate
mixing rules which are characterised by two dominant approaches. The first will be
referred to as self mixing rules which utilise the individual species viscosity. The most
commonly employed mixing rule of this type is the Wilke rule [25]. Wilke employs an
empirical estimation of the ratio A∗ = Ω(2,2)∗i,j /Ω
(1,1)∗
i,j = 5/3, ignoring all off diagonal
elements of the multi-component equation matrix H. Further binary interactions are
modelled with static hard sphere cross sections. This method under-predicts viscosity
considerably for temperatures above 7000K in a equilibrium Gas Giant composition
[23], as shown in Figure (2.3). This class of mixing rule is deemed unsatisfactory for
use in shock layer computations as temperatures range from 10,000K to 12,000K in the
equilibrium shock region for the sample entry states presented in Figure (2.1).
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The second approach models the binary interactions of the gas species, however
reduces the off diagonal elements of the equation matrix using various approximations.
Here brief comparison will be drawn between the Armali-Sutton and Yos-Gupta mixing
rules. The Armali-Sutton has the benefit of better agreement to multi-component so-
lutions over a large temperature range. This is achieved through a series of interaction
parameters, that although have a physical grounding [23] in application are effectively
used as fitting parameters. Although values for the Armali-Sutton ratios A∗, Bij, Fij
for an equilibrium Gas Giant composition (at 1 atm pressure) have moderate agreement
they would need to be optimised for gas states at other pressures [21]. This is deemed
unsatisfactory for a CFD implementation where this scheme would arouse the need to
characterise its performance in a range of gas states.
Figure 2.3: Viscosity for equilibrium Gas
Giant composition, comparison of mixing
rules to multicomponent solution.
(Reproduced from Palmer [23, Fig. 3])
The Yos-Gupta mixing rule presented in
Chapter (4), which by virtue of also ne-
glecting off diagonal terms achieves simi-
lar predictive ability to the Armali-Sutton
rule at non-ionising temperatures, see
Figure (2.3). Without the need to dy-
namically update parameters based on
interaction type the Yos-Gupta scheme
also achieves favourable computational ef-
ficiency. The drawback of this mixing
rule is its over prediction of viscosity
in the ionised region as seen in Figure
(2.3). Concluding that as Armali-Sutton
begins to deviate from the multicompo-
nent sooner than the Yos-Gupta rule ac-
curacy up to the ionising temperature of the latter is favoured. Further, the simplicity
and computation efficiency of Yos-Gupta mixing rule make it a suitable scheme for CFD
applications.
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2.3.2 Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity describes the transport of temperature across local non-equilibria
and is used in the computation of heat flux, shown Equation (2.3). This is critical in
design of thermal protection systems, which rely on accurate predictions of the sur-
face temperature of the vehicle. This work focused on schemes which allow for local
computation of the approximate thermal conductivity.
q = −k∂T
∂r
+
∑
i
nihiV¯i +
kBT
n
∑
i,j
njD
T
i
miDij(1)
(V¯i − V¯j) Wm−2 (2.3)
Here thermal conductivity is expressed as k to avoid confusion with Coulomb screen-
ing length λ used in Debye shielding interaction potentials presented in Chapter (2).
Equation (2.3) is heat flux due to a temperature gradient, where the second and third
terms are the diffusive mass transport and thermal diffusion contributions respectively
[12]. In a gas mixture the third term does not contribute to the thermal conductivity
[21]. Enthalpy per molecule of species i is expressed as hi and is a function of the
total internal energy with rotational, vibrational, electronic and chemical components
[21]. Of interest to this work is the transport coefficient k which is partial the thermal
conductivity of the gas consisting of translational and internal components as shown in
Equation (2.6).
ktot = kf + kr (2.4)
kr = −
(
∂T
∂r
)−1 NS∑
j=1
nihiV¯i (2.5)
kf = ktr + kint (2.6)
ktr = kheavy + kelectron (2.7)
Reactive thermal conductivity used in heat flux for equilibrium flow can be expressed
in terms of niVi = Ji [18], where Ji the diffusive mass flux of species i and ∂T/∂r is
the temperature gradient. This term can be described in term of the multicomponent
diffusion coefficient D˜ij as in Equation (2.8) [18]. Constant pressure solutions to Equa-
tion (2.8) for cases where total mixture diffusion is not available alternate expressions
have been described in Ref. [18].
Ji = − ρ
M
2
NS∑
j=1
MiMjD˜ij
∂cj
∂r
(2.8)
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Conclusive treatment of thermal conductivity for CFD models was not established
from literature. First and second order sonine expansions are sufficiently accurate for
the solution of translational thermal conductivity, and approximate formulations such as
that of Gupta-Yos [22] provide adequate alternatives if a simpler computation is sought.
Treatment of the electron contribution to thermal conductivity ke varies considerably
amongst sources [14, 21, 22, 26, 27].
Electrons contribute significantly to the transfer of thermal energy [14]. Genera-
tion of this species is closely tied to the choices made in modelling of chemical kinetics
and will affect charged Coulomb collision integrals which depend on electron density.
For multi-component solutions a third order approximation has been recommended
[28], as lower order solutions show errors up to 24% for a 10% flow ionisation [29].
Approximate schemes for frozen flow assumptions such as Yos-Gupta [18], modified
Eucken-Hirschfelder [21] and Chemkin weighted average scheme [27] provide no spe-
cial treatment of the e − e contributions, limiting their accuracy at heavily ionising
temperatures.
Lastly, an implicit assumption of a macroscopically charge neutral flow is commonly
assumed in literature [14, 21, 22, 26, 27]. This assumption implies that the number of
charge species is conserved as such the mole-fraction of positively charged ions is equal
to the mole-fraction of electrons present. This is reasonable the the shock layers under
consideration.
Under non-equilibrium assumption
For non-equilibrium flows Gupta-Yos provides approximate relations for the decom-
posed kint in terms of vibrational kvib, electronic thermal kel and electron ke contribu-
tions. The heat flux Equation (2.3) is expanded to its multi-temperature formulation
as in Ref. [22]. This is expected to increase the accuracy of solutions for highly ionised
flows, however the choice of optimum translational temperature has yet to be estab-
lished [22]. This scheme is computationally expensive for a weakly ionised gas state
where benefits from consideration of electron and electric contributions are marginal.
This scheme is identified as a candidate for future implementation in ionised flows.
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Under equilibrium assumption
For gases in thermochemical equilibrium thermal conductivity is computed with the
addition of the reactive component, presented in Equation (2.5). Popular libraries
Chemkin and CEARUN employ curve-fits of multicomponent solutions [27, 26] valid
at a range of gas states. Replicating this approach requires the prior computation of
thermal conductivity for a large number of gas states to reliably curve-fit their transport
properties, and is considered outside the scope of this work. Equations for the reactive
component can be found in Ref. [19].
Under frozen equilibrium assumption
For frozen flows several approximations exist in literature, as previously stated this work
will focus on those which reflect the binary interactions of the gas mixture. This rules
out Wilke-like expressions of Mason and Saxena [30]. New approximate mixing rules
for viscosity and conductivity developed by Copeland, Ref. [31] were validated against
Wilke and Mason-Saxena rules at temperatures not exceeding 550K, and shown to be of
greater accuracy. Consequently the conclusion cannot be drawn that mixing relations
of Copeland, Ref. [31] are valid at high temperatures, although this claim is identified
as an area of investigation for future research. Gupta presents an approximate mixing
rule for the translational component ktr, that significantly simplifies the numeric routine
when used in conjunction with kint in an equivalent form to the multi-component.
Palmer, Ref. [21] presents a modified Eucken-Hirschfelder relation that can be used
for mixed gases derived on the same principles as the original [32]. Eucken and Yos-
Gupta formalisms for the approximate frozen thermal conductivity will be presented in
Chapter (5).
2.3.3 Diffusion
Binary species diffusion using a first order sonine expansion can be described in terms of
the collision cross section by Equation (2.9) [21]. There is no need to approximate this
computation as the first order approximation computationally lightweight and sufficient
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in accuracy for most applications [22]. Results are presented in Table (A.2).
Dij(1) =
3
16
kBT
n
1
Ω
(1,1)
i,j
m2s−1
= (2.628e− 7)
√
T 3
2µ¯ij
(
patmσ
2Ω
(1,1)∗
i,j
)−1
m2s−1
(2.9)
2.4 Governing Equations of Transport
At present there is a large body of work pertaining to the challenge of determining
transfer coefficients for non-equilibrium flows, more so for heavy particle interactions
and to lesser degree for highly ionised mixtures [24]. This section will present the basis
for the development of Chapman-Enskog solution and further reductive solutions.
It could be useful to examine Expression (2.10) and Figure (2.4) to gain an intuitive
understanding of the problem at hand. Equation (2.10) is a non-equilibrium form of
the Boltzmann equation for the collision of two like particles with velocities c & ζ,
where post collision velocities are denoted with an apostrophe. The δ
δt
(nf(ci, xi, t))
term represents the differential with time of the probabilistic distribution of n particles
at velocity ci position xi and time t.
[ δ
δt
(nf(ci, xi, t))
]
=
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ 4pi
0
n2[f(c′i)f(ζ
′
i)− f(ci)f(ζi)]gQ(`)(g, χ)dΩdVζ (2.10)
The right hand side of Equation (2.10) represents the collision interaction integral
as a function of mean velocity g = c¯ + ζ¯. This product of distribution functions
f(c′i)f(ζ
′
i) represents the contribution of all collisions which result in an elevated post
collision velocity, and f(ci)f(ζi) represents all collisions which result in a lower post
collision velocity. This expression relies on the collision cross-section function of order
`: Q(`)(g, χ). Which relates the speed g and deflection angle χ to the intermolecular
potential of the molecules, and its integration over dΩ represents the probability of a
collision at velocity g to deflect at angle χ per unit volume per unit time, see Figure
(2.4).
Distribution functions of gas species are seldom well defined, it therefore of interest
to develop an approximate expression of Equation (2.10), so that it may be solved
numerically.
The reader can find a consolidation of common methods for solving the Boltzmann
equation up to 1975 in Vincenti [10, Ch.X], who delivers a ab initio derivation of solution
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Figure 2.4: Collision integral formulated with respect to solid angle dΩ.
(Reproduced from Vincenti & Kruger [10, pg.354])
methodologies, however lacks much practical depth needed for implementation. Crucial
omissions include consideration of energy transfer between internal degrees of freedom,
which are critical in high temperature computation of heat transfer coefficients [14].
Consideration of gas mixtures, ionic and di-atomic species are also omitted from the
text, without which transport models cannot describe real systems. In depth discussion
of transport phenomena and the formulation of the reduced collision cross section Ω
∗(`,s)
i,j
commonly employed in CFD models today can be found in Molecular Theory of Liquids
and Gases [24], alternate formulations and a bridging level of complexity can be found
later editions of The Mathematical Theory of Non-uniform Gases by Chapman and
Cowling [11].
2.5 Chapman-Enskog Theory
2.5.1 Collision Integrals
Chapman-Enskog theory is based on the approximation of distribution functions f(ci)f(ζi)
and f(c′i)f(ζ
′
i), seen in Expression (2.10), with second order moments [10]. This result
is still not easily integrable [10], as such a sonine polynomial expansion is applied to
linearise the result to a summation of simply computable integrals [11], referred to as
collision integrals. Equation (2.11) shows the general expression for this binary colli-
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sion integral in units of cubic metre per second [11, 23]. Where µij is introduced as the
reduced mass of the interacting species.
Ω
(`,s)
ij (T ) =
√
kbT
2piµij
∫ ∞
0
exp(−γ2)γ2s+3Q(`)(g)dγ (2.11)
µij =
mimj
mi +mj
(2.12)
γ2 =
µijg
2
kbT
(2.13)
Energy states in quantum interactions are discrete [11], as such the superscript
(`, s) represents the pre and post collision energy mode of the interaction [20]. This is
commonly referred to as the order of the collision integral [14]. First (approximation)
order solution to the Chapman-Enskog transport equations require only the (1,1) order
diffusion collision integral and the (2,2) viscosity collision integral. Additionally the
(1,2) and (1,3) collision integrals to describe energy transfer between internal modes for
thermal conductivity. Mixing rules for thermal conductivity will often not employ the
translational collision integrals of order (1, 2) & (1, 3) instead approximating these terms
using gas state properties such as heat capacity [22]. The orders of collision integrals
can be summarised as follows:
Ω
(1,1)
i,j Describes microscopic Diffusion.
Ω
(2,2)
i,j Describes microscopic Viscosity.
Ω
(1,2)
i,j & Ω
(1,3)
i,j Describe internal energy transfer contributing to Conductivity.
Equation (2.11) can be broken into the product of two parts, a energy integral
strongly dependent on the reduced energy γ and the integral of the transport cross
section of order `, Q(`) over the impact parameter b [33]. Equation (2.14) shows the
classical deflection angle Θ as a function of the interaction potential ϕ(r) where r is the
inter-particle radius and deflection angle χ is defined as a function of this interaction
potential [24].
Θ(b, γ) = pi − 2b
∫ ∞
rm
1
r2
[
1− b
2
r2
− ϕ(r)kBT
γ2
]−1/2
dr
= pi − χ(b, γ)
(2.14)
The integrable singularity or the outermost zero of the square bracket term in Equa-
tion (2.14) is difficult to evaluate using general integration routines [33]. Non-integrable
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singularity’s occur for ”orbiting” impact parameters. Numerically this behaviour is ex-
pressed as negative asymptotes of the deflection angle when represented as a function
of the impact parameter. Ref. [33] presents numeric computation routines applied to
collision integrals using Bruno’s phenomenological potentials [14].
Q
(`)
i,j = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
[1− cos`(Θ)]b db
= 2pi
∫ ∞
0
[1− (−1)` cos`(χ)] db
(2.15)
Q
(`)
(i,j) alternate = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
[1− cos`(χ)]σ(g, χ) sin(χ) dχ (2.16)
It is pertinent to understand that the collision integral presented in Equation (2.11)
Ωi,j is the result of integrations over the inter-particle radius r, impact parameter b and
reduced energy γ for the computation of deflection angle χ, transport cross section Q`
and collision integral Ωi,j respectively. Equation (2.16) shows an alternate expression
in terms of the differential cross section σ(g, χ), integrating over χ as used in Ref. [14].
As these functions are so computationally taxing many aerospace applications will used
consolidated libraries of pre-computed, curve fit solutions for the particle species of
interest.
Of great use to transport property computation is the dimensionless reduced form
the collision integral, denoted with an aster-ix. Equation (2.18) provides uniformity
among the many solution methods applied to collision integrals [23], and can be com-
monly found tabulated for a range of gases and temperatures. The reduced form is
achieved through dividing the complex collision integral by its classical rigid sphere
model [11]. Preceding the integral is a term expressing the Sonine coefficients as a
function of order parameter ` [14].
Ω
(`,s)∗
ij =
Ω
(`,s)
ij[
Ω
(`,s)
ij
]
r.s
(2.17)
piσ2Ω
(`,s)∗
ij =
4(`+ 1)
(s+ 1)![2`+ 1− (−1)`]
∗
∫ ∞
0
exp(−γ2)γ2s+3Q(`)(g) dγ
(2.18)
In summary the various formulations can be described as follows:
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Ω
(`,s)
i,j Collision integral in SI units m
3s−1, Equation (2.11)
Ω
(`,s)∗
i,j Dimensionless collision integral, Equation (2.17)
σ2Ω
(`,s)∗
i,j Collision cross section in units A˚
2 = 10−20m2, Equation (2.18)
2.5.2 Interaction Potentials
Discrepancies between collision integrals in different libraries stem from treatment of
potential functions. The intermolecular potential describes the particles near-field weak
and strong force interaction. Once all binary interactions have been described, the
transport properties can be found by solving the sonine polynomial expansion of the
Boltzmann equation.
Intermolecular potentials can be fitted using phenomenological, experimental or ab
initio methods. Complex interaction such as for ion-heavy species at high temperatures
may have several interaction potentials describing short range and long range behaviour
and will depend on particle spin or other molecular characteristics [19]. For these cases
weighted averages of the potential function are taken as in Ref. [14]. Alternatively an
equivalent interaction curve is produced [19]. Both approaches require validation as
they are largely intuitive. Lastly, one can use only the dominant interaction path for
the temperature range considered, and will involve multiple formulations of interaction
functions over a large temperature range [34]. Treatment varies widely in literature as
methods have not been developed for the general case [35].
Ion-Ion collision integrals solved through Chapman-Enskog theory have been cited
to differ from Coulombic treatment of this interaction class by a factor of 2 [18]. Addi-
tionally Coulombic methods generally make the assumption that the gas is completely
ionised, which further differentiates treatment when some sources attempt to correct for
this assumption [22]. Section (2.5.2) will present the treatment chosen for this study.
A review of source material for the computation of interaction potentials has been
performed for the two databases in consideration and can be found in Table (2.1). This
work will employ a symmetrical equality which reduces the matrix of interactions to a
half-diagonal form. Treatment of interaction classes for each database will be briefly
discussed for areas where differentiation occurs.
As DPLR absorbed Bruno formulations for many of the interactions presented the
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reader will be directed to Ref. [13] for comparisons of all considered interactions with
the legacy DPLR collision integrals. In depth discussion of the implementation pro-
cedure for the potentials employed in Bruno can be found at Ref. [14] and first hand
information on associated potentials can be found at the works cited in Table (2.1).
Heavy Interactions
For neutral-neutral interactions of H, H2, He there exist a number of well established
first principle computations. For H −H, H −H2, H2 −H2 both papers cite ab initio
computations by Stallcop et al [36, 37]. DPLR employs unpublished data by Stallcop
for the interactions of H − He and H2 − He and appropriate fitting coefficients are
provided in [13]. Bruno uses a phenomenological approach for He − H2. The work
presents interaction potential parameters, which allow for computation of the integral
numerically but does present the curve fit parameters. This paper employed only the
DPLR parametrisation for this interaction to save on developmental effort needed for
a numeric solver to reproduce Ref. [14].
Heavy-Ion Interactions
Dominant species H, H2, He and charge particle H+, He
+, e− interactions were more
accurately computed using the methods in Ref. [14] and were implemented into the
DPLR library by the Palmer aeroheating study [13], here no comparison can be drawn
due to the overlap and either fitting formulation is expected to yield identical collision
cross sections temperatures above 300K.
Ion-Ion Interactions
Interactions of ion-ion, ion-electron or electron-electron species are referred to as charged
or Coulombic interactions. First order Chapman-Enskog solutions to their transport
properties differ from the complete solution by a factor of two [39]. This is due to the
classical behaviour of these particles which diverges quickly from the short duration
behaviours [48] described through Boltzmann binary interactions [11]. It is of interest
to employ approximate methods as higher order approximations become increasingly
computationally expensive as discussed in the case of multi-component viscosity.
Collision integrals of charged species are calculated using a screened Coulomb po-
tential [47]. Screened refers to the ranged interaction spacial boundary imposed on
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Table 2.1: Aggregation of potential function source papers for collision integral specie
pairs used in DPLR, Ref. [13] and Bruno, Ref.[14] databases. Ion-Ion collision
integrals implemented using formulation from Ref. [23] for comparison of Ref. [38]
and Ref. [39] equations of the charged interaction collision integral, denoted †.
He H2 H He
+ H+ e−
He
DPLR:[36]
BR:[40]
DPLR:[13]
BR:[14]
DPLR:[13]
BR:[41, 42]
[43] [44] [14]
H2 — [36] [37] [14] [44] [14]
H — — [36] [45] [46] [14]
He+
— — — † † [47]
H+ — — — — † [47]
e− — — — — — †
potentials of charged species in an ionised gas [23]. Electrostatic interaction rapidly
decays with distance. Effects from distant charges are cancelled by opposing contri-
butions of other charged constituents in the mixture beyond some distance from the
particle of interest [47]. The collision integral is therefore computed to the bound of
this distance refereed to as the Debye shielding length λD [19].
λD =
√
kBT/4pinione2c (2.19)
Treatment of the number density in Equation (2.19) is disputed amongst sources in
literature. One assumption is that for plasmas in which electron and ion temperatures
are equal both ion and electron species contribute to the shielding length [14]. It has
been shown to increase screening distance and consequently the collision cross section,
which will over-predict peak viscosity when compared to calculations made with only
the number density of electrons [28].
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Figure 2.5: Order (1,1) Coulombic collision
integral, the Liboff and Kihara classical
asymptote and Born Quantum correction
asymptote. Reproduced from [49, Fig. 3]
When choosing which number density
treatment to perform it was considered
that Coulombic interactions are most sig-
nificant for temperatures above 15,000K
[28]. This is temperature exceeds that
encountered is Gas Giant shock layers,
which suggests in the preceding temper-
atures Coulombic interactions will make
a partial contribution to the transport
properties. Secondly, number density us-
ing electrons only has a longer standing
literature [49, 47], it was deemed justified
to retain this treatment of Debye shielding
length in this study. Lastly, an argument
will be made that as Coulombic interac-
tions are secondary to that of heavy and heavy-ion interactions in the temperature
range of interest. The quantum corrections for ion-electron interactions recommended
by Ref. [49], will contribute insignificantly for low temperature plasmas. As such all
Coulombic interactions are modelled with the approximate, classical formulas of Spitzer
and of Stallcop, presented in Chapter (4).
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Chapter 3
Implementation of Collision
Integral Databases
3.1 Summary
Comparison was made between collision cross sections (CCS) for conductivity and vis-
cosity of the DPLR and Mutation++ libraries from Ref. [13] and Ref. [14] respectively.
Comparison of the relative difference of each CCS revealed discrepancy below 10%.
Heavy-ion interactions had largest relative errors despite being derived from the same
potential functions in each database, see Table (2.1). It is suspected this is due to the
Yos style parametrisation function used in the DPLR database struggling to fit to the
complex potentials used for this class of interaction. As temperature increased H2−H+
CCS were found to diverge, however this is inconsequential as H2 preferentially disso-
ciates into mono-atomic hydrogen before it can encounter H+ ions. Lastly, a pi/10
correction factor was determined and implemented for the DPLR CCS of Ref. [13].
Ion-Ion interactions were modelled using two approaches that of Spitzer, Ref. [39]
and Stallcop, Ref. [38] both formulated to produce a collision cross section by [23].
The behaviour of models by Ref. [39] and Ref. [38] were characterised for a range of
temperatures and electron densities. The Spitzer formulation was found to have limited
applicability in highly ionised plasmas due to a strictly classical estimation of charged
CCS. It was determined that the curve fitting formulation of Stallcop, Ref. [38] is
preferential due to its ability to model both attractive and repulsive potentials, and its
applicability to plasmas for which interactions occur in the quantum regime. Quantum
correction factors were not considered for this work.
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3.2 Collision Cross Section Databases
Collision cross sections implemented in DPLR and Mutation++ libraries for Gas Giant
atmospheres were found to have significant overlap for heavy-ion interactions due to
the adaptation of Bruno [14] collision integrals into the DPLR database by Ref. [13].
Databases differ in their choice of parametrisation function and a comparative analysis
will be conducted to characterise these differences. Charged interaction collision inte-
grals were estimated with a screened Coulomb potential using two formulations and
behaviour was compared for a range of conditions.
The number of total species considered for different authors include NS = 6 [23],
NS = 7 [13] and NS = 10 [14]. The choice is dependent on the temperature range
considered. The Eilmer implementation will be restricted to a 6 specie composition
which contains all dominant gas species and their ions for weakly ionised flows. The
seventh specie introduced in Ref. [13] is the H+2 ion which has a small contribution to
flow properties as H2 dissociation effects dominate. The ten species model of Ref. [14]
was designed for consideration of flow temperatures up to 50,000K and is similarly too
detailed for the purposes of a flow with peak temperatures below 20,000K in the post
shock region.
The two databases use different fitting functions to reproduce the collision cross
sections whose solution is dependent on the order of interaction, the species pair, tem-
perature, and the interaction potential. For a species pair the interaction potential is
determined on the best phenomenological or ab initio methods for a range of conditions.
After fitting and numeric integration the values are tabulated as a parametrisation with
unique fitting coefficients. These will reproduce a temperature dependent solution of a
given order and species pair. DPLR database utilised a four variable parametrisation
[13] developed by Ref. [22] for air species, modifying it for helium hydrogen interactions.
3.2.1 Bruno Database
Bruno collision cross section fitting function uses a seven parameter formulation that
describes all but ion-ion and electron-heavy interactions [14]. The electron-heavy
parametrisation utilises eight variables [14] and ion-ion collisions interact at range as
described by classical Coulombic theory.
In the Bruno database translational energy contributions for odd order collision
integrals are added separately [14], however the specific implementation used in this
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study forgoes the use of odd order collision cross sections through implementation of
approximate thermal conductivity schemes for gas mixtures. As such parametrisations
for these integrals and their translational components were not considered in this work.
x = ln(T ) (3.1)
A(1) = exp[(x− a3)/a4] (3.2)
A(2) = exp[(x− a6)/a7] (3.3)
σ2Ω∗ = [a1 + a2x]
A(1)
A(1) + exp[(a6 − x)/a7]
+ a5
A(2)
A(2) + exp[(a6 − x)/a7]
(3.4)
Heavy-heavy and heavy-ion interactions with the exception ofH2−He are parametrised
in Ref. [14] with the use of Equation (3.4) and coefficients ai for i = 1 : 7 unique to
each specie interaction i− j. Heavy-electron interactions are parametrised in a similar
manner with Equation (3.6) utilising tabulated coefficients gi for i = 1 : 8. For imple-
mentation into Eilmer the treatment of Bruno’s fitting functions were unified by adding
an eighth coefficient a8 = 1.0 to heavy-heavy and heavy-ion parameter arrays allowing
for a single data structure to hold all parametrisation variables.
G(1) = exp[(x− g1)/g2] (3.5)
σ2Ω∗ = g3xg5
G(1)
G(1) + exp[−(x− g1)/g2]
+ g6 exp
[
−
(
x− g7
g8
)2]
+ g4
(3.6)
3.2.2 DPLR Database
Collision Cross Sections for heavy and partially ionised interactions of order (1,1) and
(2,2) employed in DPLR are provided by Ref. [13] for helium and hydrogen species.
Solutions are retrieved using a four parameter curve fitting Equation (3.7). For CCS
borrowed from Ref. [14] the results were re-fit to the native equation.
σ2Ω∗ =
pi
10
DTα (3.7)
α = A(lnT )2 +B lnT + C (3.8)
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The pi/10 shown in Equation (3.7) is not seen in the source paper, however this work
determined that the DPLR parametrisation was scaled by this factor when comparing
the raw CCS of Ref. [14]. The scaling issue between both databases was due to a
pi/10 factor in the DPLR formulation through comparison of neutral single species gas
viscosities. It can be proposed that the term originates due to a implied reduction
occurring inside the DPLR library to simplify upstream computations preformed in
empirical units of cm, calorie, gram and using the Gupta variant of the average collision
cross section [22].
3.2.3 Coulombic Interactions
Coulombic interactions of charged ionic species were computed using formulations of
Stallcop [38] and Spitzer [39] and compared for a wide range of gas states.
The review paper in Ref. [13] provided two formulations for reduced collision in-
tegrals valid in the classical asymptotic region characteristic to reduced temperatures
T ∗ ≤ 4. Equation (3.12) for the expression derived by Spitzer [39], which is valid for or-
der (2,2) collision cross sections with repulsive potentials. For Equation (3.9) of Stallcop
[38] attractive interaction potential parameters were taken from [19], this formulation
has the added benefit of having readily available parameters for the order (1,1) reduced
collision integrals.
σ2Ω
(N,N)∗
i,j = (5.0e15)
(
λ
T ∗
)2
ln
{
DNT
∗[1− CNexp(−cNT ∗)] + 1
}
(3.9)
λD =
√
kBT/4pinee2c = 6.905
√
T/ne (3.10)
T ∗ = 4132.5
[
T 1.5√
ne
]
(3.11)
All numeric coefficients presented in Equations (3.9)-(3.13) were evaluated using em-
pirical units as in Ref. [23], later converting to metric. The collision cross sections are
in units of square Angstroms. Number density of electrons ne is in units of cm
−3 and
electric charge ec is in esu. For a singly ionised gas the mixture charge number Z and
field charge number Zf found in Equation (3.13) are both equal to one.
σ2Ω
(2,2)∗
i,j = (1.209e10)
ln Λ
T 2
(3.12)
Λ =
3
2ZZfe3c
√
k3BT
3
pine
= 12143
[
T 1.5
ZZf
√
ne
]
(3.13)
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Stallcop, Ref. [38] provides quantum correction terms for collision integrals at re-
duced temperatures below the asymptotic limit, however these are only parametrised
for N2 and O2 gas mixture interactions. The Coulombic component as well as the
complete corrected collision integral is shown in Equations (3.16). Ref. [50] provides
tabulated reduced collision integrals for attractive and repulsive Coulombic interactions
for a full range of reduced temperatures.
ΩN,NC = λ
2 exp[−AN −BNT ∗bN lnT ∗] (3.14)
∆ ¯ΩN,N = quantum correction (3.15)
ΩN,N = ΩN,NC + ∆Ω¯
N,N (3.16)
if T ∗ ≥ 4→ Ω(N,N)∗ = 0.28λ2ΩN,NC (3.17)
Separate formulations exist in literature for attractive potential collision integrals in
the quantum regime valid for T ∗ < 4 such as that of Ref. [50]. These can be curve-fit
to complete the fitting parameters implemented for Equation (3.9) and Equation (3.9)
for which repulsive coefficients have been tabulated for both regimes, and attractive
potentials for the classical regime in Table (A.1) in Appendix (A.1). This is out of scope
for modelling of the entry state concerning this study and is left as a recommendation
for future work.
3.2.4 Code Structure
Static arrays containing fitting parameters were hard coded into the transport script.
Initialisation performs a routine which enforces a symmetrically equality on the ordering
of interacting species such as Ω(H2−He) == Ω(He−H2), reducing the number of CCS’s
required to 21 from 36 for a six specie model. For ion-ion interactions not described
by a collision cross section the code will call the relevant method as well as skipping
their CCS initialisation. Four arrays are created, one for each order of interaction and
database.
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3.3 Validation
3.3.1 Heavy and heavy-ion interactions
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Figure 3.1: Differential comparison of select Collision Cross Sections for Gas Giant
composition atmospheres using libraries of Bruno, Ref. [14] and DPLR, Ref. [13].
The difference between collision cross sections of both libraries were computed. In-
teractions with non-trivial difference are shown in Figure (3.1). The graph represents
temperature dependent deviation between sources, relative to the absolute magnitude
these deviations are on the order of 10%. It is therefore expected that choice of database
would have little impact on computation of transport properties. He+ interactions were
seen to have pronounced differences despite both libraries utilising the same sources for
its non-ionic interactions. This must be accounted for by the form of parametrisation
used. Heavy interactions of H2 −He were used only from the DPLR database and as
such no comparison can be drawn. For interaction of He−He no significant difference
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was found suggesting the sources used were of similar quality. Interactions of He−H
were found to be different as expected, however the magnitude of difference remains
small. Interactions of ion species H+ and e were not expected to vary between libraries.
It can be assumed that differences occur due to the Gupta parametrisation having less
accuracy than that of Bruno for complex potentials. Lastly, attention should be drawn
for the interaction of H2−H+ which shows behaviour uncharacteristic of other inter-
action pairs.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of H+ −H2 collision cross sections of order (1,1) and (2,2)
using libraries of Bruno [14] and DPLR [13].
Comparison of the H+ − H2 first and second order collision cross sections in the
temperature region of interest show that the libraries tend to diverge with an increase
in temperature. Maximum relative error is 24% for the viscosity cross section and under
10% for the conductivity cross section. It is uncertain if this divergence will continue at
higher temperatures, however it is inconsequential due to the preferential dissociation
of H2 at these temperatures.
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3.3.2 Coulombic collision cross sections
Palmer cited electron densities of the order 1016 for air compositions at 10,000K where
both models provide good estimates [23]. These results were validated by this studies
implementation. To provide a robust library of collision cross sections for a Gas Gi-
ant composition, repulsive potentials for order (2,2) integrals were compared between
formulations for reduced temperatures in the quantum regime. As electron density ex-
ceeded ne > 1020 the Stallcop formulation reached a temperature specific asymptote.
This was expected as this formulation is a parametrisation of the repulsive curves seen
in Figure (2.5). Spitzer’s formulation modelled the classical asymptote and diverged
to give negative collision integrals. As the Stallcop formulation can model both repul-
sive and attractive potentials, and can model plasmas in high density gas states it was
chosen for implementation in to the transport model.
3.4 Conclusion
Collision cross sections of DPLR [13] and Bruno [14] libraries were implemented into
the Eilmer Gas Giant transport model using curve fitting equations and hard coded
fitting parameters for both libraries. Agreement for heavy-heavy interactions was high
with largest differential errors found for heavy-ion and some electron-heavy interactions.
These errors were on the order of 15% in the low temperature region. These deviations
are not expected to affect higher order computation of gas state transport as these
species are present in only minor concentrations at temperatures for which significant
divergence occurs. CCS of H2 −H+ were found to diverge with at high temperature,
this is inconsequential as H2 will preferentially dissociate before ionisation of hydrogen
occurs. Overall no considerable difference between databases can be identified, the
Gupta-like formulated fitting equation of the DPLR database [13] is preferential to
that of Bruno, Ref. [14] due to ease of implementation. If transport models were to be
expanded for highly ionised flows the Bruno library would be preferred as it provides a
larger database of specie interactions.
Coulombic CCS approximated with a screened potential were found to have good
agreement in the ion density range occurring for typical flow conditions. Models predict
CCS within 10% for electron densities in the order of 1016 characteristic region approxi-
mately described by the classical asymptote. The study concluded that the formulation
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of Spitzer was only valid in the classical regime, and despite the benefit of approximat-
ing the ionisation degree of the gas state had limited applications when compared to
that of Stallcop. Stallcops formulations [38] were implemented for attractive and re-
pulsive potentials of order (1,1) and (2,2) CCS. Additionally repulsive potentials in the
quantum regime were implemented to lay down a framework for the expansion of this
routine if highly ionised flows are modelled at a later date.
The next chapters will discuss the computational routines implemented into Eilmer
which rely on the framework set down in this chapter. Chapter (4) presents the Yos-
Gupta formulation which approximates non-diagonal elements of the solution matrix
H to solve a set of NS multi-component equations for the mixture viscosity.
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Chapter 4
Computation of Mixture Viscosity
4.1 Summary
Validation of heavy interaction CCS was performed with the computation of the first or-
der approximation of the Chapman-Enskog viscosity solution for a pure neutral species.
As divergence of DPLR H2 viscosity at high temperatures was inconsequential to gas
mixtures where dissociation reactions will occur, agreement was found to be exceptional
for both databases.
Mixture viscosity was computed using the Yos-Gupta mixing rule which produced
expected over estimation for ionising temperatures. The scheme was deemed appro-
priate for the entry states being considered, as over prediction will likely be limited to
peak temperature states occurring in the post shock maxima for the stagnation profile
shown in (2.1). Yos-Gupta viscosity using DPLR CCS was found to exceed that of
Bruno CCS, remaining within 8% relative difference for temperature up to 20,000K.
Both CCS over predict the multi-component solution by over 20% beyond 12,000K.
Lastly, CEA was found to diverge from the multicomponent solution after 12,000K not
providing a reflection of ionising flow behaviours.
4.2 Self Viscosity
Validation of CCS implementation was performed through computation of self viscosity
for neutral species shown in Equation (2.1) [11]. Viscosities using collision integrals of
Ref. [13] were compared against that of Ref. [14], Figure (A.1). Agreement was
expected between Bruno CCS and viscosities reproduced from this source. Self viscosity
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for pure H is expected to agree between both databases as identical potentials are
employed Ref. [36, 37]. Agreement for pure helium viscosity is also expected as no
discernible difference in the CCS was found. This suggests difference in H2 viscosity
at high temperatures is due to parametrisation function accuracy alone, as the DPLR
fitting function tends to sacrifice accuracy in regions where the gas species is present in
low concentrations. The disagreement of H2 CCS above 20,000K is of no consequence
as it preferentially dissociates at lower temperatures.
4.3 Mixture Viscosity
For weakly ionised flows both the Armali-Sutton and Yos-Gupta mixing rules were
adequate choices in terms of accuracy and computation time [23]. Although the Armalli-
Sutton scheme retains higher degrees of accuracy in the partially ionised gas state above
10,000K it relies on state dependent fitting factors which approximately represent binary
interaction behaviour [51]. These factors are yet to be optimised for a wide range of
conditions in hydrogen-helium compositions [23]. Yos-Gupta mixing viscosity was seen
to favourably reproduce viscosity up to 10,000K for all gas states. Yos-Gupta mixing
relation [22] was applied as seen in Equation (4.1).
ηemp =
NS∑
i=1
(
ciMi/NA∑NS
j=1 cj∆
(2)
ij
)
g cm−1 sec−1 (4.1)
∆
(2)
ij =
16
5
(1.5460e− 20)
√
2MiMj
piRunivT (Mi +Mj)
piσ2Ω
(2,2)
i,j cm sec (4.2)
ηmetric = ηemp
[
1kg
1000g
100cm
1m
]
kg m−1 sec−1 (4.3)
Unit conventions of Ref. [22] are such that Runiv in cal/mol −K, molar weight M in
g/mol and the Gupta coefficient ∆
(N)
ij in cm − sec lastly ci denotes the mole fraction.
Calculations were preformed in empirical units later converting viscosity η to kg/m−sec.
Comparison was drawn between multicomponent viscosity [14], results from CEA
curve fits and natively computed viscosities using the Yos-Gupta relation. For an equi-
librium Gas Giant composition at 1 atm pressure results can be seen in Figure (4.1).
Firstly the accuracy in temperatures under 12,000K, encompassing the maxima of both
proposed entry stagnation profiles will be examined. The characteristic ridge associated
to H2 dissociation occurring ahead of 4000K is over predicted by all approximate meth-
ods, where the mixing rule provides better agreement than CEA. Up to 10,000K where
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Figure 4.1: Viscosity of equilibrium Saturn atmosphere 1 atm pressure using
Yos-Gupta mixing rule, compared with Bruno Ref. [14] and CEA curve fit routine
heavy interactions dominate the model gives excellent results, matching well to both
CEA and the multi-component solutions. Here ionisation reactions begin to occur and
DPLRs smaller CCS for He− ion interactions begin to overestimate, while Bruno CCS
predict viscosity expectedly closer to the multi-component solution. Peaks occur around
13,000K for the mixing rule viscosities, where the DPLR database is exceeds Bruno,
with an 8% maximum relative difference. In contrast CEA’s curve-fit undershoots in
this region, diverging from the multi-component solution with further increase in tem-
perature. Behaviour up to 20,000K has been characterised encompassing the region
beyond 15,000K where Coulombic interactions begin to dominate. Neither CEA nor
mixing relations provide suitable estimates in this region, as such it is difficult to draw
conclusions on the role of the screened Coulomb potential interactions. The DPLR CCS
are noted to give lower estimates when compared to Bruno beyond 17,000K, which is of
interest if the collision integral library is later re-purposed in other viscosity routines.
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4.4 Conclusion
For the equilibrium Gas Giant composition at 1 atm pressure both CCS databases pro-
vide excellent agreement for temperatures below 9,000K. Bruno CCS in the Yos-Gupta
rule expectedly provide a better match to the multi-component viscosity computed
using these same collision cross sections. DPLR CCS over predict viscosity when com-
pared to Bruno with a maximum relative difference of 8%. Yos-Gupta mixing relation
over estimation of viscosity for ionising temperatures was expected and is attributed to
the exclusion of non-diagonal terms in its approximation of the solution matrix H.
Yos-Gupta mixing rule will cause the local maxima to occur at higher temperatures,
where ionic interactions are sufficiently dominant such as they contribute to diagonal
terms and begin to reduce the mixture viscosity. For the temperature range of interest,
not exceeding 12,000K the Yos-Gupta mixing rule is concluded to provide excellent
agreement overall, with over estimation of viscosity at weakly ionising temperatures
being consequential only to the post shock maxima of the stagnation region.
The next chapter will discuss application of approximate relations for the frozen
thermal conductivity to an equilibrium Gas Giant composition at 1 atm. Effect of the
Yos-Gupta viscosity mixing rule will be examined on the modified Eucken-Hirschfelder
thermal conductivity relation, dependent on the mixture viscosity. Comparison will be
drawn to the Yos-Gupta translational conductivity approximation method and multi-
component solutions of Palmer [21].
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Chapter 5
Computation of Thermal
Conductivity
5.1 Summary
Comparison of modified Eucken and Yos-Gupta mixing rules for frozen conductivity
was conducted against a multi-component solution [21]. Both methods are discussed
and their expressions presented. The modified Eucken-Hirschfelder approximation was
found to provide better estimates for frozen thermal conductivities up to a temperature
of 15,000K with error not exceeding 12%.
It was previously thought that same interaction potentials used in CCS databases
would cause no difference in the computation of transport properties. Further, the pre-
viously characterised differences in the accuracy of Bruno and DPLR parametrisations
was thought to be insignificant.
This hypothesis was rejected with the findings of this chapter. The over estimation
of the local maximum observed in tests is attributed to the difference in H −H+ CCS
between databases and has been shown to affect both viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity. This is deemed significant as error in CCS reflect a constant divergence between
databases, however when compared to multicomponent solutions the error is non-linear,
as it dependent on complex gas effects.
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5.2 Mixture Frozen Thermal Conductivity
Unlike viscosity thermal conductivity is greatly affected by the chemical kinetics of
the flow due to strong dependence on dissociation and ionisation reactions. Further,
electrons contribute significantly to the diffusion of thermal energy occurring in con-
centrated reaction gradients [8]. CFD methods macroscopic treatment of flow fields
average these effects1 such as coefficients of thermal conductivity are representative of
this behaviour in a reacting equilibrium assumption. As argued previously in Section
(2.2) flows can be approximately treated as chemically frozen or non-reacting in the
stagnation region. This is substantiated on the assumption that particles cross the
macroscopic flow region faster than the internal relaxation times will allow for transfer
of energy needed to facilitate reactions.
Equilibrium thermal conductivity will therefore have a strong dependence on the
(1,1) order diffusive collision cross section [11]. Further as temperatures and pressures
begin to produce highly ionised plasmas electron and electric contributions to thermal
conductivity become significant [22]. These effects were not considered in this analysis.
Comparison will be performed between frozen and equilibrium thermal conductivities
for a temperature range up to 20,000K using the CEA curve fit and Bruno multicom-
ponent [14] equilibrium conductivities as reference.
5.2.1 Eucken-Hirschfelder Approximation
The Eucken-Hirschfelder approximation simplifies the treatment of thermal conduc-
tivity of poly-atomic gasses. Shown in its original form in Equation (5.1) for a pure
polyatomic gas [24]. Assuming that the distribution of particles amongst internal en-
ergy modes is locally that of an equilibrium distribution, every internal energy state
can be modelled as a separate mono-atomic gas species [24], referred here to as Eucken
species. The relaxation time describes the transient exchange of energy between inter-
nal modes. It can be said that the Eucken assumption stated earlier is sufficiently valid
for gasses where the relaxation time is small relative to time dependent temperature
gradient.
1Gollan, R. School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, University of Queensland. In discussion,
18/03/2019
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(5.2)
This model can ignore thermal diffusion effects caused through addition of Eucken
species by assuming that the mass of all mono-atomic particles in the mixture and their
intermolecular potentials are identical [21]. As such the first term in Equation (5.1)
is the contribution from Eucken specie collisions and is reflective of the translational
component in the multi-component expression, tentatively represented as k′tr. The
second term accounts for thermal diffusion describing the relaxation of the collisional
energy distribution. This should not to be confused with mass diffusion assumed out
of consideration previously. As before η and D are pure species viscosity and diffusion,
m is particle mass, ρ is density, nj is number density of Eucken species j and U
int
j is
its associated energy mode. Lastly, the sum term can be expressed in terms of internal
heat capacity C intp .
Inelastic collisions occur in poly-atomic mixtures due to coupling of translational
energy with other internal modes [48]. Ignoring this class of interaction by only treating
the gas elastically has been suggested to impact thermal conductivity estimates con-
siderably for air compositions under 1000K [21]. In hydrogen-helium mixtures inelastic
coupling only concerns the interactions of polyatomic H2 as the remaining species will
only have translational components. The quasi-elastic treatment of the Eucken assump-
tion where the transfer of internal energy only occurs through the diffusion of Eucken
species [48] is deemed sufficient for the purposes of this work. It will be noted that mix-
ing rules for thermal conductivity were derived in a time when inelastic cross section
were difficult to evaluate numerically [48], at present inelastic collision integrals exist
in a sufficiently accurate form that incorporating inelastic contributions, especially to
multi-component gasses of largely polyatomic species, is of considerable interest.
Largely mono-atomic composition and few species with inelastic coupling make the
Eucken-Hirschfelder approximation well applicable to Gas Giant mixtures. In its mod-
ified form keucken∗ as shown in Equation (5.3) it is reformulated to describe multi-
component gasses, where molar mass M , viscosity η and C¯p are mixture averages and R
is the universal gas constant. If including reactive components of specific heat Equation
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(5.3) can be used to predict total thermal conductivity, alternatively mixture average
specific heat will approximate frozen thermal conductivity, as was done here. Lastly, the
constant ρD/η is the reciprocal Schmidt number and describes the ratio of momentum
and mass diffusion in a flow. This value is 1.32 for a Leonard-Jones potential [26] over
a large range of temperatures, and provides better agreement than the Eucken suggest
value of 1.0 [21]. Lastly, Equation (5.3) doesn’t employ any specific numeric cofactors,
allowing for simple dimensioning in the native convention of the implementation used,
this work used SI units.
keucken∗ =
R ηmix
Mmix
[
15
4
+
(
ρD
η
)(
C¯p
R
− 5
2
)]
W m−1 K−1 (5.3)
5.2.2 Yos-Gupta Approximation
The Yos-Gupta approximation for thermal conductivity [22] approximates the the multi-
component equations in a similar manner as that of viscosity. Off diagonal elements are
ignored to simplify computation, and the translational conductivity is approximated in
the first order with no mass or thermal diffusion. Compared to the modified Eucken-
Hirschfelder rule where thermal diffusion is modelled with the term 15Rη/4M , the
Gupta approximation is more reductive. Internal components are treated similarly in a
quasi-elastic manner by employing an averaged internal specific heat. Expressions for
the translational and thermal conductivities is provided below, the formulation directly
from Ref. [22] was used in this work although alternative expressions can be found in
Ref. [21].
kyos = ktr + kint (5.4)
Yos employs empirical units, however here the majority of terms are non-dimensional,
or have the dimensions of Boltzmann constant. As such SI conventions were employed
for all terms aside from those in Gupta factors ∆
(N)
i,j , final conversion is achieved with
the 100 cofactor converting from cm−1 to m−1.
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Validation of Yos-Gupta Translational Thermal Conductivity
The translational approximation, Equation (5.5) was compared to the multi-component
solution of Ref. [14]. Good agreement was found in the range of 5000-10,000K, below
which both databases over predict slightly. Again Gupta’s simplification of off diagonal
terms over predicts the local maximum, attributed to the under representation of ionic
species for temperatures exceeding 10,000K. Maximum error at the local maxima at
12,000K was 23% for the DPLR CCS and slightly lower 17% for Brunos CCS. In con-
clusion this first order estimate of the translational thermal conductivity is sufficient
for weakly ionised flows, considerable over prediction is expected for the 12,000K post
shock maxima in the hotter Tv91.5s entry state [13].
5.2.3 Comparison of Frozen Thermal Conductivity
Frozen conductivity for both approximation functions compared to that of Ref. [21]
where collision integrals of Refs. [48, 47] were employed. This provides a valuable
comparison for Bruno CCS [14] to works predating the use of Ref. [14] methods as
the golden standard for Jovian atmospheres. Firstly, the general shape of the curve
is qualitatively similar to previous transport computations. Collision cross sections of
Coulombic interactions are order of magnitude smaller than that of binary Boltzmann
interactions, resulting in a reduction of transport characteristic of the second minima
in equilibrium viscosity and the first local minimum in frozen thermal conductivity.
Modified Eucken frozen conductivity shows great agreement up to the local maxima
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Figure 5.1: Translational component of thermal conductivity in Gas Giant
composition, 1 atm pressure using Yos-Gupta mixing rule, against multi-component
solution of Bruno [14].
at 10,000K, thereafter moderate agreement up to the first minima at 15,000K. Here
the DPLR CCS show better agreement to the Palmer multi-component solution than
that of Bruno. The relative difference is < 1%, until 10,000K where Bruno CCS begin
to under-predict. It can be proposed that the Eucken approximation under-predicts
the thermal conductivity overall, employing DPLR mixture viscosity which has been
shown to overshoot, Figure (4.1) compensates for the effect of the Eucken assumption.
Lastly, due its dependence on mixture viscosity modified Eucken thermal conductivity
now reflects the characteristic bump occurring at 4000K, although un-physical the error
produced remains under 5%.
The total Yos-Gupta thermal conductivity is shown to represent the same behaviour
discussed for its translational component in Section (5.2.2). Here DPLR CCS are found
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Figure 5.2: Frozen thermal conductivity in Gas Giant composition, 1 atm pressure
using modified Eucken and Yos-Gupta mixing rules, against multi-component solution
of Palmer [21]
to overshoot the maximum value for the Yos-Gupta peak conductivity occurring at
12,000K. Once again the reduction of off diagonal elements in the solution matrix re-
flects an inability to account for thermal and mass diffusion of the species. Consequently
contributions from Coulombic interaction which reduce the overall transport coefficient
magnitude are delayed, forming a late and over-predicted peak value. For frozen ther-
mal conductivity the error between Yos-Gupta and the multi-component solution is
17-21% depending on CCS database. Across the non-ionising temperature range Yos-
Gupta mixing rule under predicts by ≈ 160mW/mK relative to the multicomponent
solution, here again the modified Eucken mixing rule provides better estimates. It is
concluded that the Yos-Gupta approximation is unsatisfactory for application in the
entry states of interest.
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DPLR consistent overshoot most likely due to the treatment of ion-heavy potential
of H −H+, He −H+, He −He+. Deviation in the ionised region would occur from
treatment of heavy-ion interactions, despite using identical interaction potentials the
implementations have been shown to produce relative differences in their computation.
What was previously assumed to be insignificant deviation between the CCS has now
been show to consistently change the accuracy of computed transport properties at the
dominant local maxima for temperatures under 20,000K. Most significant would be the
H−H+ interaction in this region, by a purely mass fraction basis, refer to Figure (A.2).
5.3 Conclusion
Comparison of mixing rules for viscosity and thermal conductivity revealed dependence
of local maxima to the CCS of H −H+ as well as He− ion interactions. This depen-
dence was observed irrespective of the transport property. Further it was noted that
the most dominant contribution will likely occur from H−H+ on a mass fraction basis.
This rejects the previous hypothesis that differences in CCS between Bruno and DPLR
sources are largely inconsequential. This also points to the importance of parametrisa-
tion functions used to curve fit the CCS library as for the H−H+ CCS both databases
use identical interaction potentials of Ref. [44, 46]. In the general case it is evident that
Bruno collision integrals more closely replicate multi-component solutions. However in
the case of thermal conductivity computed with the modified Eucken mixing rule the
over-estimation of heavy-ion interaction resulting from use of DPLR parametrisation
benefits agreement considerably. This is at the expense of over predicted viscosity.
Approximation assumptions employed by the Yos-Gupta method are found to be
less applicable to thermal conductivity than to viscosity. This is likely due to a stronger
dependence of thermal conductivity to off diagonal elements of the multi-component
solution matrix H which describe diffusive energy transfer [21]. These are ignored in
Guptas approximate treatment which results in expected over prediction of the peak
conductivity and overshoot beginning at ionising temperatures.
The quasi-elastic treatment of internal energy modes employed by the modified
Eucken mixing rule was found to significantly improve accuracy of solution, with 12%
error at 12,000K compared to multi-component, approximately half that of the Yos-
Gupta mixing scheme. In conclusion the modified Eucken-Hirschfelder is the preferred
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first order approximation for frozen thermal conductivity.
The next chapter will examine the application of examined mixing rules for thermal
conductivity and viscosity to two Saturn entry conditions. Tv206s is the peak stag-
nation temperature condition for an entry trajectory proposed by the future missions
survey [7] and Tv91.5s was designed by Ref. [13] to examine conditions of greater
radiative heating stress. These scenarios will be used to validate application of these
mixing rules to a typical simulation scenario.
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Chapter 6
Validation of Model Against Saturn
Entry
6.1 Summary
The following chapter will present comparative plots for viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity of entry states Tv206s and Tv91.5s representing two different peak heating
conditions. The first of a NASA proposed trajectory [7] and one manufactured to ex-
press elevated ionisation conditions [13]. CEA was found to be insufficient for use as
a benchmark computation. However, through comparative analysis it was determined
that for the weakly ionised Tv206s state the models are conservatively within 20%
of the multicomponent solution for viscosity and 12% for thermal conductivity. The
strongly ionised Tv91.5s entry state found no agreement between approximate models,
solutions for thermal conductivity were found to diverge and viscosity is suspected to
be over-predicted. Recommendations were made to develop multi-component solvers
for future benchmark and validation tests of transport routines.
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6.2 Saturn Peak-Aeroheating Transport Properties
A recent aeroheating uncertainties study presented predictions of the peak stagnation
temperature, shock layer profiles, for several Saturn entry trajectories [13]. The work
updated the DPLR library with new collision cross section data, kinetics and radiative
modelling to refine uncertainty margins in hydrogen-helium composition flows. This
work is foundational in recent research for Jovian atmosphere aeroheating and it is
deemed pertinent to demonstrate capabilities of the methods implemented into Eilmer
against these stagnation temperature profiles. The profiles considered are Saturn entries
computed after the refinement of DPLR methods, denoted Tv, by Ref. [13]. As such
these estimates are considered good benchmarks for a typical modelling scenario.
The key differentiating characteristic of post shock flows to the equilibrium and
frozen flow states considered previously is a reduction in gas pressure. This is expected
to cause ionisation at lower temperatures [18], reduce electron density and consequently
increase in the Coulombic interaction collision cross sections, as per dependence ex-
pressed in Equation (3.12) and (3.9). This is expected to modify the expected gas state
to one which is sooner dominated by heavy-ion and ion-ion interactions. Reflecting on
the behaviour of the approximate models used peaks will be over predicted at lower
temperatures. It is not expected that high temperature behaviour will be reflective of
a multi-component solution as the interactions modelled at temperatures of 15,000K
at 1 atm for which mixing models show moderate or poor agreement will be present at
lower temperatures.
6.2.1 Estimate post shock gas state
The post shock conditions were estimated using the CEA shocks routine, which can
computes post shock conditions down to 200K. This was regarded as a suitable estimate
to examine the behaviour of these models, despite atmospheric temperature cited as
141K [13]. Post shock pressure was assumed static and is again a adequate first order
approximation of conditions. A more accurate computation of the flow state would need
to be conducted in Eilmer natively, this was not time permitting for this project. Table
(6.1) shows the ambient conditions for the trajectories examined and the approximate
post shock pressure. Post shock temperature was taken from the stagnation profile
previously shown in Figure (2.1).
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Table 6.1: Entry conditions for Saturn trajectories [13] and post shock pressure
computed at 200K with CEA-shocks routine
Entry mass kg Time s ρ∞ kg m−3 T∞ K V∞ km s−1 Pshock Pa
216 206 1.80e-5 141.0 26.316 17.0
250 91.5 5.77e-5 141.2 27.706 66.0
6.2.2 Discussion
Viscosity
The chemical-kinetic state of the gas can be approximated through the relative differ-
ence between two previously characterised models, this can be a basis for a conclusion
on the accuracy of the examined mixing rule in the tested gas state. The Yos-Gupta
mixing viscosity can be validated against that of CEA, as the relative relationship has
been previously characterised in Figure (4.1).
The thermal equilibrium region of the shock characterised by presence of minor
temperature gradient from -0.05 m to -0.015 m along the stagnation line. Under-
prediction of viscosity by CEA curve fits is reflective of behaviour in the ionised region
12,000-14,000K in 1 atm equilibrium tests. CEA has been shown to not predict viscosity
in high temperature flows, Figure (4.1) which suggest that these Coulomb interactions
are not yet dominant for this flow state.
It follows that the Yos-Gupta routine will over estimate viscosity by approximately
20%. The leading peak associated with strong thermal non-equilibrium is similarly over
predicted with the Yos-Gupta mixing rule. The trailing peak occurs due to a reduction
in ionised species and re-introduction of heavy interaction dominated viscosity close to
the probe boundary layer [13]. Overall the model implemented provides an adequate
prediction for viscosity, that is representative of the complex gas effects occurring in
the flow.
For the Tv91.5s entry condition several interrelated phenomena affect the transport
properties computed. Firstly, higher temperatures push for the rapid dissociation of H2
which increases the radiative heating rate up to 15% of total heating [13]. Convective
heating no longer dominates the aeroheating at the wall, as the elevated temperatures
from radiation heating reduce the recombination of mono-atomic hydrogen, driving
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down viscosity. As seen in Figure (6.2) there is no longer a trailing peak in viscosity
from this reaction process. Overall the Yos-Gupta model is reflective of the gas dynamics
described in Ref. [13], however the accuracy of the computed viscosity is certain to be
highly over-predicted. For implementation into simulations the Yos-Gupta mixing rule
is recommended over CEA curve fits as they reflect no high temperature gas effects,
and return un-physically small viscosities.
It is difficult to make numeric evaluations of the model validity without an accurate
benchmark. It is recommended to develop multi-component methods to test future im-
plementations of transport routines. CEA was not expected to return under-predicted
transport properties at high temperatures, as such time was not allocated for the de-
velopment of alternate benchmarks.
Thermal Conductivity
No comparison could be drawn to CEA as its thermal conductivity is computed with
the reactive component. Spikes in thermal conductivity occur when the curve-fitting
equations encounter conditions sufficient for dissociation and ionisation reactions, which
does not account for relaxation times needed for these reactions to occur, shown Figure
(A.3). The equilibrium thermal conductivity was found to be of questionable validity
when applied to dynamic changes in temperature.
Similarity in the thermal conductivity predictions between models for Tv206s, Fig-
ure (6.3) suggests a moderately ionised flow within the approximate bounds of appli-
cability for both models. This reflects positively on validity of viscosity for the same
entry state. A conclusion can be made that the models implemented are sufficient for
an approximate solution to the transport effects that occur in a post shock, moderately
ionised flow condition.
For the entry state of higher ionisation, Tv91.5s it is clear that the models diverge,
suggesting an equivalent gas state at 1 atm with temperatures exceeding 15,000K. Here
neither approximate model is valid, and a second order multi-component [21] or modified
Yos-Gupta [22] is required to predict thermal conductivity for such flow states.
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6.2.3 Figures
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Figure 6.1: Viscosity of Tv206s Saturn entry state [13], computed with Yos-Gupta
and CEA routines.
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Figure 6.2: Viscosity of Tv91.5s Saturn entry state [13], computed with Yos-Gupta
and CEA routines.
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Figure 6.3: Thermal conductivity of Tv206s Saturn entry state [13], computed using
Eucken and Yos-Gupta approximations.
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Figure 6.4: Thermal conductivity of Tv91.5s Saturn entry state [13], computed using
Eucken and Yos-Gupta approximations.
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6.3 Conclusions
Approximate transport models discussed in previous chapters were applied to the mod-
erately and highly ionised Saturn entry trajectories. Numeric estimations of validity
could not be made as transport properties of CEA used as a benchmark were not
representative of the high-temperature flow dynamics.
For the weakly ionised entry state Tv206s [13] viscosity was found in approximate
agreement, providing a good order of magnitude estimates along the whole stagnation
profile. In regions where CEA did provide valid viscosity estimates Yos-Gupta over pre-
dicted within 20% relative difference. Thermal conductivity was found to be consistent
between both approximations, suggesting the gas state is within the weakly ionised
region for which the mixing rules are valid. Similarly, numeric expression of agree-
ment could not be provided, however the implementation is concluded to be sufficiently
reflective of the gas state that upstream computations will preserve validity.
In the higher temperature entry state Tv91.5s [13] the nature of the gas chemical
kinetics changes. Due to the low pressure in the post shock region ionisation occurred at
lower temperatures, changing the reaction profile of the gas and affecting the computed
transport coefficients. Qualitatively this was successfully reflected in the Yos-Gupta
mixture viscosity, the same cannot be said for CEA which seems to not compute high
temperature viscosities at all. Divergence between models of thermal conductivity
points to the gas being dominated by Coulombic effects, in this region neither model
was found to be valid in the equilibrium 1 atm tests conducted earlier. Consequently the
conclusion is made that approximate transport models are not valid for highly ionised,
post shock conditions.
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Chapter 7
Chapter Summaries
7.1 Collision Integral Databases
Comparison was made between collision cross sections (CCS) for conductivity and vis-
cosity of the DPLR and Mutation++ libraries from Ref. [13] and Ref. [14] respectively.
Comparison of the relative difference of each CCS revealed discrepancy below 10% for
most specie pairs. Heavy-ion interactions had largest relative errors despite being de-
rived from the same potential functions in each database, see Table (2.1). It is suspected
this is due to the Yos style parametrisation function used in the DPLR database strug-
gling to fit to the complex potentials used for this class of interaction. As temperature
increased H2 − H+ CCS were found to diverge, however this is inconsequential as H2
preferentially dissociates into mono-atomic hydrogen before it can encounter H+ ions.
Lastly, a pi/10 correction factor was determined and implemented for the DPLR CCS
of Ref. [13].
Ion-Ion interactions were modelled using two approaches that of Spitzer, Ref. [39]
and Stallcop, Ref. [38] both formulated to produce a collision cross section by [23].
The behaviour of models by Ref. [39] and Ref. [38] were characterised for a range of
temperatures and electron densities. The Spitzer formulation was found to have limited
applicability in highly ionised plasmas due to a strictly classical estimation of charged
CCS. It was determined that the curve fitting formulation of Stallcop, Ref. [38] is
preferential due to its ability to model both attractive and repulsive potentials, and its
applicability to plasmas for which interactions occur in the quantum regime. Quantum
correction factors were not considered for this work.
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7.2 Mixture Viscosity
Validation of heavy interaction CCS was performed with the computation of the first or-
der approximation of the Chapman-Enskog viscosity solution for a pure neutral species.
As divergence of DPLR H2 viscosity at high temperatures was inconsequential to a gas
mixtures where dissociation reactions will occur, agreement was found to be exceptional
for both databases.
Mixture viscosity was computed using the Yos-Gupta mixing rule which produced
expected over estimation for ionising temperatures. The scheme was deemed appro-
priate for the entry states being considered, as over prediction will likely be limited to
peak temperature states occurring in the post shock maxima for the stagnation profile
shown in (2.1). Yos-Gupta viscosity using DPLR CCS was found to exceed that of
Bruno CCS , remaining within 8% relative difference for temperature up to 20,000K.
Both CCS over predict the multi-component solution by over 20% beyond 12,000K.
Lastly, CEA was found to undershoot the multicomponent solution after 12,000K not
providing a reflection of ionising flow behaviours.
7.3 Thermal Conductivity
Comparison of modified Eucken and Yos-Gupta mixing rules for frozen conductivity
was conducted against a multi-component solution [21]. Both methods are discussed
and their expressions presented. The modified Eucken-Hirschfelder approximation was
found to provide better estimates for frozen thermal conductivities up to a temperature
of 15,000K with error not exceeding 12%.
It was previously thought that same interaction potentials used in CCS databases
would cause no difference in the computation of transport properties. Further, the pre-
viously characterised differences in the accuracy of Bruno and DPLR parametrisations
was thought to be insignificant.
This hypothesis was rejected with the findings of this chapter. The over estimation
of the local maximum observed in tests is attributed to the difference in H −H+ CCS
between databases and has been shown to affect both viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity. This is deemed significant as error in CCS reflect a constant divergence between
databases, however when compared to multicomponent solutions the error is non-linear,
as it dependent on complex gas effects.
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7.4 Saturn Entry States
The following chapter will present comparative plots for viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity of entry states Tv206s and Tv91.5s representing two different peak heating
conditions. The first of a NASA proposed trajectory [7] and one manufactured to ex-
press elevated ionisation conditions [13]. CEA was found to be insufficient for use as
a benchmark computation. However, through comparative analysis it was determined
that for the weakly ionised Tv206s state the models are conservatively within 20%
of the multicomponent solution for viscosity and 12% for thermal conductivity. The
strongly ionised Tv91.5s entry state found no agreement between approximate models,
solutions for thermal conductivity were found to diverge and viscosity is suspected to
be over-predicted. Recommendations were made to develop multi-component solvers
for future benchmark and validation tests of transport routines.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Transport routines for hydrogen-helium compositions were successfully implemented
into the Eilmer methods library, specifically Yos-Gupta approximations for viscosity and
thermal conductivity [22] and modified Eucken-Hirschfelder for thermal conductivity
[24, 21]. For binary diffusion the first order expansion of multicomponent solution
was used. Implementation of viscosity and thermal conductivity schemes was validated
against multi-component solutions found in literature [14, 21] for equilibrium and frozen
Gas Giant compositions at 1 atm pressure.
On Gas Giant composition
The Jovian composition was found to express a characteristic shape to its transport
properties, not observed for an arbitrary gas mixture. Frozen thermal conductivity
and equilibrium viscosity both exhibit a local maximum at 10,00K associated with the
introduction of heavy-ion interactions, this falls into a local minima at around 16,000K
where Coulombic interaction begin to dominate. This interaction class possess a colli-
sion cross section order of magnitude smaller than semi-ionic or heavy interactions, and
acts to reduce transport magnitude once introduced through thermo-chemical reactions.
On Yos-Gupta approximation of multi-component transport
Comparative assessment showed implemented rules replicated behaviour characterised
in literature. Yos-Gupta schemes employ a reduction in complexity through considera-
tion of only diagonal elements of the multi-component solution matrix H. This results
in a characteristic overshoot of the local maxima. This occurs from the neglect of dif-
fusive and translation contributions from the off diagonal elements, most significant for
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Coulombic species.
For prediction of thermal conductivity the diffusive off diagonal terms, as well as en-
ergy transferred through the electron species play a considerable role [21]. As expected
the Yos-Gupta approximation was not found to provide satisfactory estimates of ther-
mal conductivity, with relative error to the multicomponent solution quickly exceeding
20% beyond 10,00K. For viscosity where diffusive and translational contributions play
a smaller role and literature suggest the predictive capacity should be improved [22],
however it was found that in Gas Giant compositions the over predictive behaviour
remained with over 20% relative error above 10,000K.
On modified Eucken approximation of frozen thermal conductivity
The quasi-inelastic treatment of internal energy transfer employed by the modified
Eucken-Hirschfelder mixing rule provides considerable improvement for prediction of
thermal conductivity. The model treats each internal energy mode as a pseudo mono-
atomic species accounting for translation reactions and thermal diffusion but not dif-
fusion of mass [24]. In a frozen, 1 atm Gas Giant composition errors not exceeding
12% up to 15,000K, with errors under 5% in the heavy-interaction dominated region
under 10,000K. Agreement cited here for the modified Eucken thermal conductivity is
for collision cross sections of the DPLR database.
On agreement between collision cross section databases
It was determined that due to the characteristic reaction profile of a hydrogen-helium
mixture small differences in the parametrisation of intermolecular potentials can affect
the computed transport by up to 7%. This occurs specifically in the region of the first
characteristic maxima and is associated to differences in He-ion collision cross sections.
Here the sources used to describe the interaction potentials differ. H − H+ was also
found to have parametrisation error in the magnitude of that observed between He-ion
potentials. This interaction is likely also a contributing species.
This Thesis determined a fitting factor that was omitted from the DPLR curve-
fitting function for Gas Giant compositions [13]. Validation against pure species viscos-
ity was conducted to confirm that the CCS of DPLR must be scaled by pi/10 to match
Bruno CCS dimensioned in square angstroms.
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On validation against Saturn entry conditions
Post shock pressure of two trajectories specified for Saturn entries were approximated
using the CEA-shock routine at 200K. Pressures of 17.0 and 66.0 Pa are cited by this
study for the moderately and heavy ionised entry state respectively. Under such low
pressures Coulombic CCS increase significantly due to their inverse dependency on elec-
tron pressure. Further ionisation reactions occur at lower temperatures [18]. CEA was
found to be a useless benchmark for the entry states considered, under predicting viscos-
ity and poorly representing thermal conductivity. Without a benchmark computation
it was difficult to evaluate numeric approximation of solution agreement. However,
comparative analysis suggested that agreement for viscosity of the moderately ionised
entry state was reasonable and likely fit within the previously stated error profile. For
the heavily ionised state it was evident that prediction of thermal conductivity models
diverged suggesting nither was producing estimates in its validity range.
It was concluded that the transport schemes implemented into Eilmer provide rea-
sonable estimates for any gas state that can be described as weakly ionised. Further,
collision integrals small error contributions to computed transport. When occuring
these deviation were restricted to a limited range of relevant temperatures.
Recommendations
Multi-component solution schemes for the computation of transport would benefit the
development fo future approximate transport routines in the Eilmer library.
Further, the Gas Giant transport module can be expanded to approximate a larger
range of gas states with the introduction of the following transport schemes, in order
of relevance: reactive thermal conductivity [30], quantum corrections for attractive
potentials [47], expanded Yos formulations for conductivity and viscosity accounting of
electron and electronic contributions [22] and finally validation of ion number density
treatment in Coulombic interactions [14, 21].
The collision integral database of Bruno [14] is deemed for versatile for future ex-
pansion of transport solvers, however by simplicity alone recommendation has to be
made preferentially to the DPLR collision cross section database.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Interaction Parameters for Stallcop Coulombic
Collision Integrals
Table A.1: Fitting parameters for attractive and repulsive Coulombic collision cross
sections. For Equations (3.9) and (3.14). Reproduced from Ref. [23] & [38]
Attractive Repulsive
T ∗ ≥ 4
N CN cN DN CN cN DN
1 -0.476 0.0313 0.784 0.138 0.0106 0.765
2 -0.146 0.0377 1.262 0.157 0.0274 1.235
0.01 < T ∗ < 4
AN bN BN AN bN BN
1 — — — 2.671 0.0860 1.165
2 — — — 2.375 0.0928 1.188
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A.2 Pure Gas Viscosity Comparison
Figure A.1: Viscosity of neutral single species He in green, H2 in blue & H in red
comparing the Eilmer implementation of collision cross section libraries from [14] (—)
& [13] (- -) , and validating against Bruno’s own computation (4) [14].
.
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A.3 Equilibrium Composition of Jovian Six Species
Model
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Figure A.2: Equilibrium composition of Saturn atmosphere using CEA [26], compared
against result of Biolsi (points) [48].
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Table A.2: Binary thermal diffusion constant for select heavy pairs, in Gas Giant
equilibrium compositions.
T K DH2−H2 m
2s−1 DHe−H2 m
2s−1 DHe−He m2s−1
300 1.532e-04 1.607e-04 1.607e-04
3000 8.740e-03 9.194e-03 9.527e-03
10,000 8.211e-02 8.621e-02 8.692e-02
A.4 Effect of Equilibrium Assumption on Thermal
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Figure A.3: Thermal conductivity Saturn atmosphere, 1 atm pressure. Ktot of CEA
and Bruno [14], Kfr of Palmer [21] and this work using DPLR CCS.
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A.5 Binary Diffusion for Select Temperatures
A.6 Gas Giant Transport Properties Eilmer Script
Provided on diskette or email at request from author. Contact at igor.segrovets@uqconnect.edu.au.
A.6.1 Code section for Yos-Gupta mixture viscosity
This function is found inside the GasGIantViscosity sub class of Viscosity.
@nogc
number mixedViscosity(in GasState Q, int DB)
{
number k_b = 1.38066*10e-16;//imperical erg/K
number d_tmp;
number mu = 0.0;
number R_univ = 1.987;
number T = Q.T;
_ttggModel.massf2molef(Q, _molef);
number ne = Avogadro_number*Q.massf[Sp.e]*Q.rho / (_M[Sp.e]*1.0e-3);//numberden electron, _M mol/g->mol/kg
ne *= 1e-6; //[1/m^3] --> [1/cm^3]
for (int isp = 0; isp < _a_22.length; ++isp){
if (_molef[isp] < SMALL_MOLE_FRACTION) continue;
d_tmp = 0.0;
for (int jsp = 0; jsp < _a_22.length; ++jsp){
if (_molef[jsp] < SMALL_MOLE_FRACTION) continue;
if ((isp in chargedSpecies) && (jsp in chargedSpecies)){
if (ne == 0) continue;
}
number f = (16.0/5.0)*(1.5460e-20);
f *= sqrt((2.0*_M[isp]*_M[jsp])/((_M[isp]+_M[jsp])*PI*R_univ*T));//checked
number sig2Omega_22 = collisionIntegral(T, isp, jsp, DB, ne);//pretty sure is right
number d22_ij = PI*sig2Omega_22*f;//checked
d_tmp += d22_ij*_molef[jsp];//checked
//debug{writeln("\nsig...=",sig2Omega_22," for jsp=",jsp," isp=",isp);}
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}mu += _molef[isp]*(_M[isp]/Avogadro_number)/d_tmp; //checked
}
return mu*(100.0/1)*(1./1000);//g/cm-sec --> kg/m-sec
A.6.2 Code section for modified Eucken thermal conductivity
This function is found inside the GasGiantThermalConductivity sub class of Thermal-
Conductivity.
@nogc
number mixedEuckenConductivity(in GasState Q, number T, int DB)
{
number Sc =1.32;
number cp_i;
number cp_mix = 0;
number M_mix = 0;
_ttggModel.massf2molef(Q, _molef);
foreach (isp; 0 .. _ns){
cp_i = _ttggModel.Cp(Q.T, isp);//<--check need Cp of mix
if (isp == Sp.e){cp_i=0;}
cp_mix += cp_i*_molef[isp];
number tmp = _M[isp]*10e-3;
M_mix += tmp*_molef[isp];
}
cp_mix = (cp_mix / (R_universal/M_mix))-5./2.;
number mu = Q.mu;
number K = (15./4. + Sc*cp_mix)*R_universal*mu /M_mix; //bracket term is unitless
return K;
}
A.6.3 Code section for Yos-Gupta thermal conductivity
This function is found inside the GasGiantThermalConductivity sub class of Thermal-
Conductivity.
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@nogc
number mixedFrozenConductivity(in GasState Q, number T, int DB)
{
//Equilibrium assumption
number k_b = 1.38066*10e-16;//imperical erg/K
number K_tr = 0.0;
number K_int = 0.0;
number R_univ = 1.987;
number denom_tr;
number denom_int;
_ttggModel.massf2molef(Q, _molef);
number ne = Avogadro_number*Q.massf[Sp.e]*Q.rho / (_M[Sp.e]*1.0e-3); //number density of electroni
ne *= 1e-6; //1/m^3 --> 1/cm^3
foreach (isp; 0 .. _ns){
//if (_molef[isp] < SMALL_MOLE_FRACTION) continue;
denom_tr = 0;
denom_int = 0;
number cp_i = _ttggModel.Cp(T, isp); // for a species, J/(kg.K)
number mol_mass_i = _M[isp]*1.0e-3; //g/mol ---> kg/mol
number cp_i_int = (cp_i/(R_universal/mol_mass_i) - (5./2.));//[J/kg-K]/[J/mol-K][mol/kg]--> unitless
if (cp_i_int<0) {cp_i_int=0;}
foreach (jsp; 0 .. _ns){
//if (_molef[jsp] < SMALL_MOLE_FRACTION) continue;
if ((isp in chargedSpecies) && (jsp in chargedSpecies)){
if (ne == 0) continue;
}
//K_tr
//compute Delta^(2)_ij=f
number f = (16.0/5.0)*(1.5460e-20);
f *= sqrt(2.0*_M[isp]*_M[jsp]/((_M[isp]+_M[jsp])*PI*R_univ*T));
number sig2Omega_22 = collisionIntegral(T, isp, jsp, DB, 2, ne);
f *= PI*sig2Omega_22;
//compute a_ij
number r_M = _M[isp]/_M[jsp];
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number tmpA = pow((1+r_M),2.0);
number tmpB = (0.45-2.54*r_M);
number a_ij = 1 + (1-r_M)*tmpB/tmpA;
denom_tr += a_ij*f*_molef[jsp];
//K_int
//compute Delta^(1)_ij=g
number g = (8.0/3.0)*(1.5460e-20);
g*= sqrt(2.0*_M[isp]*_M[jsp]/((_M[isp]+_M[jsp])*PI*R_univ*T));
number sig2Omega_11 = collisionIntegral(T, isp, jsp, DB, 1, ne);
g *= PI*sig2Omega_11;
denom_int += _molef[jsp]*g;
}
K_tr += (15./4.)*Boltzmann_constant*_molef[isp]/denom_tr; //in J/cm-K-sec
K_int += Boltzmann_constant*cp_i_int*_molef[isp]/denom_int;
}
number K_f = (K_tr + K_int)*100; // denominators are in 1/cm-sec => J/cm-K-sec *100cm/m --->J/m-K-sec
return K_f;
}
A.6.4 Code section for binary diffusion
This function is found inside the GasGiantThermalConductivity sub class of Thermal-
Conductivity.
@nogc
number binaryDiffusion(in GasState Q, int DB, int k, int l)
{
number k_b = 1.38066*10e-16;
number R_univ = 1.987;
number T = Q.T;
number ne = Avogadro_number*Q.massf[Sp.e]*Q.rho / (_M[Sp.e]*1.0e-3); //number density of electron
ne *= 1e-6; //1/m^3 --> 1/cm^3
foreach (isp; 0 .. _ns){
if (_molef[isp] < SMALL_MOLE_FRACTION) continue;
foreach (jsp; 0 .. _ns){
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if (_molef[jsp] < SMALL_MOLE_FRACTION) continue;
if ((isp in chargedSpecies) && (jsp in chargedSpecies)){
if (ne < SMALL_ELECTRON_NUMBER_DENSITY) continue;
}
//K_tr
//compute Delta^(2)_ij
number g = (2.628e-7);
g *= sqrt(pow(T,3.0)*(_M[isp]+_M[jsp])/(2*_M[isp]*_M[jsp]));
number sig2Omega_11 = collisionIntegral(T, isp, jsp, DB, 1, ne);
auto P_in_atm = Q.p/P_atm;
g /= P_in_atm*sig2Omega_11;
_D_ij[isp][jsp] = g;
}
}
return _D_ij[k][l];
}
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